One Day Of Your Life - The existentualist moment
Character or personality of individual created in part by
conditioning controlling epigenetics and patterning created,
then controlled by dynamics of this continuing moment.

Resolute Barrier:
Enables cognitive
decisionary action and
sets limits of conscious
memory recall.

NOTE: Existenualist moment has all
memory of the unconscious for cellular
memory, but is limited for cognitive
recall. Magnified in time to show enabling
control over the resolute layer and
consciously recalled memory.

Perceptual face of the existentualist Plane
Dots represent
perceptions, stimuli of
material world

Observed
hypnopompic
events are
abnormal
transition to
waking state and
creation of
resolute layer.

Levels of existence unconscious
reacts to equates to importance
in Maslow Heirarchy of values.
Same for sleep as awake.
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Existentualist moment
encounter w/stimuli on
awareness plane advancing
through time, making
instinctual connection.

Our existence
(over time) at an

waking state perceptions

instinctual level
of importance

100%
Unconscious
knowledge

Unconscious waking mode 86%
connection to instinct

Societally assumed division
between sleeping unconscious
and waking unconscious.
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Down arrow is perceptions
to unconscious, up arrow
is control over resolute
barrier
NOTE: The depth potential instinctually or the number of instincts
the trailing face, the resolute barrier, is controlled by, may be 7
times greater vertically than that represented for the Maslowian
heirarchy in this diagram, above and right, as established by
research of psychology.

Perceptions of material world go direct
to long term memory or deeper,
depending on conditions of the
unconscious relating to the perceived.
Association is achieved by the resolute
plane and dissociation is controlled at
the leading face, both according to
instinct. Waking state exceptions of
somnambulism depth of trance or other
unconscious states, not of sleep, can
alter performance of leading face or
trailing barrier
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